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CHAPTER – IV: ‘SLAYING’ Vs ‘KILLING’ 

In Chapter III, we have referred to how Gayatri Spivak reacts when she finds that 

Mahasweta Devi’s “¯Íb¨`vwqbx” was titled by a translator as ‘The Wet-nurse’: she sharply 

points out that her own translation of the Bengali title as ‘Breast-Giver’ is far more 

appropriate than ‘The Wet-Nurse’. Before we attempt a textual comparison between Seely’s 

The Slaying of Meghanada and Radice’s The Poem of the Killing of Meghnād, it may be 

useful to reflect on the difference between the two titles. The verbal noun Seely uses is 

‘Slaying’, and Radice has ‘Killing’. Although, as translation theorists often argue, no two 

words can be fully synonymous, translators by necessity have to make an appropriate 

selection from the synonyms of a given word. 

‘Slaying’ and ‘Killing’ ordinarily means the same; yet, the former is more literary 

than the latter. ‘Killing’ is perhaps less ‘epical’ than ‘Slaying’. That is why we have such 

phrases as ‘The Slaying of Grendel [by Beowulf]’, ‘[Perseus] Slaying the Gorgon’ and the 

like. We may also recall here what Laertes says in his dying speech: “It is here, Hamlet, 

Hamlet, thou art slain” (Davies 321) (emphasis added). These references do support Seely’s 

use of the verbal noun ‘Slaying’ more than Radice’s ‘Killing’, in the respective titles of their 

translations. The reason why Radice chose ‘Killing’ might be that he was translating under a 

kind of ‘anxiety of influence’ – an anxiety which breeds a desire to be different. The sad 

death of Meghnad at the devious hands of fate and Laxman forms the core of Dutt’s 

narrative, and ‘Slaying’ or ‘Killing’ is the most important keyword in the translated titles as 

much as ‘ea’ is in the Bengali title ‘‡gNbv`ea Kve¨’ which Radice retains in English 

transliteration as the subtitle to his book. ‘Killing’ is more akin to ‘nZ¨v’ than ‘ea’, if the 

culture of the source language is taken minutely into account. Radice probably had no 

alternative but to choose ‘Killing’, as other available synonyms for ‘Slaying’ would be even 

less literary.  
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This penultimate chapter of the present work basically compares Seely’s The Slaying of 

Meghanada (2004) with Radice’s The Poem of the Killing of Meghnād (2010) with a view to 

looking at the similarities and differences between the two as translations of Dutt’s 

Meghnadbadh kabya (1861). In doing so it of course will discuss how far the two TLTs have 

succeeded in approximating, reflecting or refracting, and negotiating with their common SLT. 

In the very first chapter we have already discussed the translations of the opening verse-

paragraph of the poem in the light of the TLT-SLT interface. Hence, this chapter will, for the 

purpose of the comparative study, take into account select lines from each of the remaining 

eight Books or Cantos. The textual discussion or scanning – the dissection of the specimens, 

so to say – will be preceded by a brief discussion of the prefatory remarks made by both 

Seely and Radice in their works. How they defend their respective actions as translators are 

indeed as important as their acts of translation.  

Seely’s Apologia 

It is in the last five pages of his 67-page ‘Introduction’ (Seely, The Slaying 63-67) that 

Seely talks about his translation process. The biggest hurdle for him – as it is likely to be with 

all translators of Dutt’s verse – was to find an agreeable negotiation with the meter of the 

SLT. He knows well that Dutt both retained and rejected the premodern Bengali meter called 

‘payar’: 

Datta [sic] took [the] basic payar structure, retained the fourteen – 

syllable line, discarded end rhyming, and allowed for enjambment. (64) 

Seely also has in him mind what Dutt suggested in a personal letter: 

Let your friends guide their voices by the pause (as in English Blank-

verse) and they will soon swear that this is the noblest measure in the 
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language. My advice is Read, Read, Read. Teach your ears the new tune and 

then you will find out what it is. (The Slaying 63) 

In handling the matters of meter, Seely therefore makes a “compromise between the 

original Bangla and the manner in which Datta [sic] suggests […] that his meter should be 

read” (63). The metrical features of his translation have been clearly outlined by Seely 

himself: 

In my translation, I hold to the fourteen-syllable, unrhymed line 

displaying enjambment, though I make no effort to force my lines to be 

coterminous with the original. (The Slaying 64) 

Seely has consciously avoided Miltonic iambic pentameter because the Bengali 

language does not have stressed and unstressed syllables. But at the same time his lines do 

not strive to capture the sonority of Dutt’s simply because that would be a futile exercise. He 

clearly states his adherence to and deviation from Dutt’s ‘poetics’: 

I have adhered to Datta’s [sic] own paragraph divisions. He does 

indent, and so do I. In most cases I have reproduced his punctuation, also. All 

parentheses in my translation are to be found in his original. I must admit to 

diminishing slightly the number of exclamation marks, however. Datta [sic], 

in his letters, in his poetry, and in life, is exuberantly exclamatory. (The 

Slaying 65-66) 

We know that Latinism in words and syntax, and deployment of sonorous proper 

names conjoin to produce what we call Milton’s ‘Grand Style’, the elevated kind of style 

which is a sine qua non for a secondary or literary epic. In Meghnadbadh kabya, the grandeur 

is achieved through the use of Sanskritic words, compressed compound words, and also 

through the liberal use of epithets as appellatives and modifiers. But Seely is careful enough 
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not to double-translate the epithets: he writes ‘Virabahu’ (which itself means ‘whose arms are 

strong’) instead of double-translating the word as “strong-armed Virabahu”.  

The English language, or perhaps any other foreign tongue, cannot subsume all of 

Dutt’s poetic techniques and ornamentations. The embedded variety in epithets like 

‘Ratnakara’ (both ‘mine of gems’ and ‘sea’) “[…] adds a lushness to the text, their tonal 

qualities often provide alliteration, and their literal meanings can transform these epithets into 

metaphors in their own right” (Seely, The Slaying 66). 

Radice’s Apologia 

In the section titled “About this translation”, which constitutes the last part of the 

‘Introduction’ (Radice, The Poem c – cvii) to his translation of Meghnadbadh kabya, Radice 

talks not only about the ways he negotiated with the SLT but also about how his techniques 

of versification differ from Seely’s. Radice has to refer to Seely’s techniques because his 

translation was published six years after Seely had published his. 

Having admitted that an epoch – making poem like Meghnadbadh kabya is not at all 

an easy stuff for translators, Radice argues that any translation of it should “[…] do justice to 

its language, its subject, its tone and its structure” (c – ci). He argues that the translation 

should be limpid and accessible in the English language, but at the same time the reader 

should be made to feel that “[…] he or she is gaining a new kind of linguistic experience” 

(ci). As the language of the original may be at odds with most Bengalis’ command of their 

own mother-tongue, Radice does not mind if the English he has used sometimes seems odd 

too. What Radice wants to imply is that an English translation of the Dutt’s poem can 

necessarily make occasional use of rarified English. In order to make the subject matter of the 

poem accessible to non-Bengali readers, he has provided copious notes and annotations both 

at the bottom of each page and at the end. As a poet-translator, Radice is quite alive to the use 
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of the rasas in the poem, and therefore, to the required shifts in the style in tune with the 

various rasas. Dutt, we have already noted, wished his poem to be read for a proper 

appreciation of its poetic novelty and beauty, Radice, too, wishes his translation to be read 

aloud: “[…] if the translation is read aloud it should ring out even more strongly” (ci). 

Quite conscious of Dutt’s mastery of phrasing, pause and enjambment, Radice has in 

his translation “[…] adopted a simple form based on three phases per line, a phrase being 

defined by a punctuation mark” (ci). The result is that the translated lines “[…] vary greatly 

in length, from the short to the very long” (ci) contrary to the evenness of the length of the 

Bengali lines. Visually, then, Radice’s lines look different on the page from Seely’s or Dutt’s, 

as will be clear from the excerpts utilized in this chapter. In this connection, Radice argues: 

[…] I know no better way of conveying the pace, energy and music of 

his verse. The discipline of the form lies in the need always to end a paragraph 

at the end of a line, as in the blank verse of Milton and Madhusudan himself. 

(cii) 

The basic difference between the two translators’ prefatory self-defence is that the 

poet in Radice seeks to control his poetics of translation, while Seely tries to negotiate with 

the SLT from the vantage point of a non-poet academic. Seely’s syllabic verse is therefore 

less experimental than Radice’s phrasal verse. But there are some small differences as well. 

For example, readers of the Bengali original can trace the corresponding English lines in 

Radice more quickly than in Seely. Further, Radice’s unorthodox Sanskritic transliterations 

are more reader-friendly than Seely’s orthodox ones. Here is Radice’s apologia in this 

context: 

[…] I feel that in the twenty-first century we need a new approach to 

transliteration in some circumstances, and if they [Sanskritists] do complain I 
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can always quote Madhusudan’s own ‘intention to throw off the fetters forged 

for us by a servile admiration of everything Sanskrit’. (The Poem cv)  

Canto / Book – II (wØZxq mM©) 

Dutt:  A‡¯Í †Mjv w`bgwY; AvBjv †Mva~wj,-- 

GKwU iZb fv‡j| dzwUjv Kzgy`x; 

gyw`jv mi‡m AvuwL weime`bv 

bwjbx; K~Rwb cvLx cwkj Kzjv‡q ; 

‡Mvô-M„‡n Mvfx-e„›` avq nv¤^v i‡e| 

AvBjv myPviæ-Zviv kkx mn nvwm, 

keŸ©ix; myMÜen ewnj †PŠw`‡K, 

my¯^‡b mevi Kv‡Q Kwnqv wejvmx, 

‡Kvb&& †Kvb& dzj Pzw¤^ wK ab cvBjv| 

AvB‡jb wb`ªv‡`ex; K¬všÍ wkïKzj 

Rbbxi †µvo-bx‡o jf‡q †hgwZ 

weivg, f~Pi mn RjPi-Avw` 

‡`exi PiYvkÖ‡g wekÖvg jwfjv| (Banerjee II.1-13) 

Seely:  

 The sun set, and Twilight appeared – a gem upon her brow.  

Night-blooming lotuses now blossomed; in ponds the wan-faced  

lotuses of day closed fast their eyes; warbling birds returned  

to nests; and cattle, lowing, shambled toward their cow sheds. With  

the moon and her radiant stars came Night, smiling. Flirting,  

fragrant breezes, blustering about – to all they whispered  

sweetly, “What riches did you win kissing which of several  
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flowers?” The goddess Sleep arrived. And, as tired children  

curl up in their mother’s lap, just so the many creatures  

of land and sea took refuge at that goddess’s two feet. (Seely 2.1-10) 

Radice:  

The sun set; twilight fell; a jewel-like star hung on the  

     brow of evening. 

Night-lotuses burgeoned; day-lotuses closed their tired dry 

                 eyes on the lake; twittering birds returned to their nests; 

Cattle hurried lowing to their byres. Gracefully- 

                 starred Night arrived, smiling, 

Together with the moon; a perfumed breeze stirred all 

                 around, whispering amorously to all, 

Stealing, oh! What riches by kissing flower upon flower. 

The goddess of sleep came; like tired infants seeking rest  

                 in the nest of their mothers’ laps, creatures of land 

                 and water took refuge at her feet.  (Radice II.1-13) 

It is interesting to note that both Seely and Radice use the word ‘sun’ and thereby 

avoid the periphrasis contained in ‘w`bgwb’ (‘the pupil of the day’, like ‘the eye of the day’ in 

Beowulf or in Homer. Since ‘GKwU iZb fv‡j’ implies the evening star (cf. “When only one is 

shining in the sky” of Wordsworth), Seely’s ‘a gem upon her brow’ is more compact than 

Radice’s “a jewel-like star hang on the brow of evening” which actually splits the metaphor 

into a simile. “mi‡m” has been translated by Seely and Radice as ‘in ponds’ and ‘on the lake’ 

respectively. Seely seems to have attained equipollence a bit more than Radice here: the 

plural ‘ponds’ yields a sense of generalization which ‘the lake’ does not, and the enlargement 
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of ‘pond’ into ‘lake’ pixelates the image for the reader to capture in his/her mind’s eye. It is 

not clear why Seely puts a possessive pronoun before ‘cow sheds’ and none before ‘nests’ in 

the same line. Seely’s birds ‘warble’ (‘warbling birds’) while Radice’s ‘twitter’ (‘twittering 

birds’), both in response to Dutt’s ‘K~Rwb’. Radice readily reminds us of Keats’s ‘twittering 

swallows’ (“To Autumn”) but Seely uses a rather removed word to suit the grand style. 

Radice’s description of the arrival of night is more poetic than Seely’s. It is also more 

accurate: in “With/the moon and her radiant stars came Night”, ‘her’ may be erroneously 

taken by some as ‘the moon’s’! Again, Radice’s ‘amorously’ is less colloquial than Seely’s 

‘Flirting’, and therefore caters better for the epic style. Seely slips into a syntactical mistake 

as he converts “‡Kvb& †Kvb& dzj Pzw¤^ wK ab cvBjv” into an interrogative locution – “What riches did 

you win kissing which of several flowers?” Radice’s half – exclamatory “Stealing, oh! What 

riches by kissing flower upon flower” is a better negotiation with the SLT. It can be 

understood that Radice uses the verb ‘came’ in respect of the arrival of ‘the goddess of sleep’, 

because he has already used the verb ‘arrived’ (‘Night arrived’) in the same verse paragraph. 

Radice, however, goes word for word to negotiate with Dutt’s compound word ‘‡µvo-bx‡o’, 

translating it into ‘in the nest of their mothers’ laps’. Seely goes sense-wise, and rather 

paraphrases the compound word as ‘curl up in their mother’s lap’, doing much away with the 

beauty of the original. Interestingly, both Seely and Radice have failed to ‘ferry across’ the 

sense of peacefulness conveyed in Dutt’s ‘PiYvkÖ‡g’, as they translate it into ‘goddess’s two 

feet’ and ‘her feet’ respectively.  

Canto/Book – III (Z…Zxq mM©) 

Dutt: 

 cÖ‡gv`-D`¨v‡b Kvu‡` `vbe bw›`bx 

 cÖgxjv, cwZ-wei‡n KvZiv hyeZx| 

 AkÖæAvuwL weaygyLx å‡g dzje‡b 
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 Kfz, eªR-KzÄ-e‡b, nvq †i, †hgwb 

 eªRevjv, bvwn †nwi K`‡¤^i g~‡j 

 cxZaov cxZv¤^‡i, Aa‡i gyijx| 

 Kfz ev gw›`‡i cwk, evwnivq cybt 

 weiwnYx, ïb¨ bx‡o K‡cvZx †hgwZ 

 weekv! Kfz ev DwV D”P-M„n-P~‡o, 

 GK `„‡ó Pv‡n evgv `~i j¼v cv‡b, 

 Aweij PÿztRj cyuwQqv AvuP‡j! 

 bxie evukix, exYv, gyiR, gw›`iv,  

 MxZ-aŸwb| Pvwi w`‡K mLx-`j hZ,  

weim-e`b, gwi, my›`ixi †kv‡K! 

‡K bv Rv‡b dzjKzj weim-e`bv, 

gayi wei‡n h‡e Zv‡c eb¯’jx? (Banerjee III.1-16) 

Seely: 

In Pramoda Park wept Pramīlā, that youthful daughter  

of a Dānava, pained because apart from her dear spouse.  

The moon-faced one, eyes filled with tears, paced constantly about  

the flower garden, just like the maid of Vraja, ah me,  

when she, in Vraja’s flower groves, failed to find her Kṛṣṇa,  

yellow-clad, under a kadamba tree, flute at his lips.  

That lovesick woman, time and again, would step inside her  

home, then reemerge, like a pigeon, inconsolable  

in her empty pigeon house. Anon, she would climb to the  

roof of her dwelling and gaze toward distant Laṅkā, dabbing  

with the loose end of her sari her ceaseless tears. Mute were  
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the flute, víṇā muraja drum, finger cymbals, and the  

strains of song. The faces of her retinue turned somber  

at the sorrow of their pretty mistress. And who is there  

who has not seen the sullen faces of the flowers when  

their forest mistress burns in separation from her Spring? (Seely 3.1-16) 

Radice: 

The youthful Pramilā, daughter of the Dānavas, weeps  

                 in her pleasure –garden, 

Distraught at her husband’s absence. Sometimes she  

                 tearfully roams through its groves of flowers, like the  

                 women of Vraj, 

Deprived, alas, of the sight of Krishna in his yellow loincloth, 

At the foot of the kadamba-tree, flute on his lips! 

                  Sometimes she goes indoors, 

Only to emerge again, mournful as a dove on finding an  

                   empty nest! Sometimes she climbs the turret of her home, 

To stare fixedly at distant Lankā, dabbing at her  

                   ceaseless tears with the end of her sari! Silent are the  

                   flute and víṇā,  

The drum and cymbals, the sounds of song! Glum-faced  

                   are her companions around her, 

Grieving for her, wilting, ah! 

            Like flowers burnt up, at spring’s departure, by drought. (Radice III.1-16) 
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Seely’s translation of ‘cª‡gv`-D`¨v‡b’ into ‘In Pramoda Park’ is not at all a very good 

example of cultural negotiation on the part of the translator. The capitalization worsens the 

matter because the words, with initial upper cases, look like a proper name in total violation 

of what Dutt meant. Radice’s ‘in her pleasure-garden’ is indeed a good rendering. Moreover, 

a period-mark after Seely’s adverbial clause of reason – “because apart from her dear spouse” 

– renders the first two lines grammatically incomplete. Radice’s ‘Distraught at her husband’s 

absence’ is a much better and poetically charged translation of Dutt’s ‘cwZ-wei‡n’, a very 

common Bengali phrase. Seely’s ‘paced constantly’ makes Pramila’s impatience rather 

mechanical. The addition of the name of Krishna by both the translators can be seen as a 

means of tiding over the problem caused by cultural shift. ‘Vraj’ is well supplemented by 

‘Krsna’ or ‘Krishna’. Sometimes indigenous words are retained in translation, and that is why 

both Seely and Radice retain the Bengali word ‘kadamba’ and do not translate it as 

‘burflower’ or ‘laran’. For one thing, translation or retention of ‘kadamba’ demads a footnote. 

Radice’s ‘yellow loincloth’ is a grievous mistranslation of Dutt’s ‘cxZeov’. Seely has 

managed to remain rather acceptable with his ‘yellow-clad’. It may be noted here that 

‘chadar’ / ‘cadar’ has already entered the Anglo-saxon vocabulary, and even ‘shawl’ or 

‘scarf’ or ‘maniple’ would do the job. Radice’s ‘goes indoors’ is both more fair and faithful 

than Seely’s ‘would step insider her home’. Ornithologically, there may be little difference 

between a pigeon and a dove but insofar as cultural shifts in translation are concerned the two 

birds are generally perceived differently. In, at least, Bengali culture a pigeon is associated 

with amorousness, and hence the phrase ‘K‡cvZ-K‡cvZx’, meaning a pair of lovers. The dove, 

on the other hand, is reserved for negative perceptions, as in the common Bengali parlance 

like “NyNy †`‡LQ, dvu` †`LwbÓ ÒI GKUv ev¯‘ NyNyÓ, Ò‡Zvgvi N‡i NyNy Pi‡eÓ , and the like. Conversely, 

the English perceptions take a dove positively (“O my dove I” and not “O my pigeon”, the 

“dove-like brooding” as mentioned in the exordium of Paradise Lost Book I, and farther back 
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to the Greek identification of dove with Aphrodite) and a pigeon rather negatively : for 

example, Hamlet – as he delays and delays to avenge his father’s murder – criticizes himself 

as being ‘pigeon – livered’, that is, a coward. Given this difference in perceptions, it appears 

that Radice has intelligently translated Dutt’s ‘K‡cvZx’ into ‘dove’, while Seely runs the risk 

of being misread by his target readers when he translates the Bengali word as ‘pigeon’. This 

is the danger of word for word translation. We may here refer in passing to Ketaki Kushari 

Dyson’s translation of Tagore’s “wcÖqvi K‡cvZ¸wj wd‡i Gj N‡i” as “All her pet doves / returned 

to their devocot…” (Dyson 120). Dyson’s own note on ‘pet doves’ is interesting: “The 

original word can mean either dove or pigeon […]. This was an instance when I had to make 

a local decision to suit the sonic needs of the English poem” (246). 

The translation by Seely of ‘k~b¨ bx‡o’ as ‘in her empty pigeon house’ falls short of the 

poetic beauty which Radice attains in his rendering: ‘on finding an empty nest’. Should ‘D”P-

M„n-P~‡o’ be ‘roof of her dwelling’ (Seely) or ‘the turret’ of her home’ (Radice)? The 

implication of considerable height (‘D”PÕ) and of a pinnacle (‘P~‡o’) makes ‘turret’ a better 

alternative. It must be admitted that the Radice’s translation of the last three lines of the 

Bengali extract is more poetic than Seely’s. Seely simply avoids Dutt’s exclamatory use of 

‘gwiÕ, but Radice finely answers to it with his ‘ah!’. 

Canto / Book – IV (PZz_© mM©) 

Dutt: 

                          GKvwKbx †kvKvKzjv, A‡kvK-Kvb‡b, 

Kvu‡`b ivNe-evÃv Avuavi KzUx‡i 

bxi‡e! `yišÍ †Pox, mZx‡i Qvwoqv, 

‡d‡i `~‡i gË m‡e Drme-‡KŠZz‡K- 

nxb-cÖvYv nwiYx‡i ivwLqv evwNbx 
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wbf©q ü`‡q h_v †d‡i `~i e‡b! 

gwjb-e`bv †`ex, nvq †i, †hgwZ 

Lwbi wZwgi-M‡f© (bv cv‡i cwk‡Z  

‡mŠi-Ki-ivwk h_v) m~h©¨KvšÍ gwY, 

wK¤^v we¤^vaiv igv A¤^yivwk-Z‡j! 

¯^wb‡Q ceb, `~‡i iwnqv iwnqv 

D”Q¡v‡m wejvcx h_v! bwo‡Q welv‡`  

g¤§©wiqv cvZvKzj! e‡m‡Q Ai‡e 

kv‡L cvLx! ivwk ivwk Kzmyg c‡o‡Q 

Ziæg~‡j, †hb Ziæ, Zvwc gb¯Ív‡c,  

†dwjqv‡Q Lywj mvR! `~‡i cªevwnYx, 

D”P exwP-i‡e Kvuw`, Pwj‡Q mvM‡i,  

Kwn‡Z evix‡k †hb G `ytL-Kvwnbx! 

bv c‡k myavsï-Asï †m †Nvi wewc‡b! 

‡dv‡U wK Kgj Kfz mgj mwj‡j? 

ZeyI D¾¡j eb I Ac~eŸ© iƒ‡c! (Banerjee IV.46-66) 

Seely: 

In the Aśoka Grove, alone, aggrieved, the beloved  

of the Rāghava wept silently in her darkened hut.  

Unruly guardian matrons had abandoned that chaste  

one and were pacing some ways off, all intoxicated  

by the thrill of gaieties—just as the tigress leaves a  

dying doe and, bold at heart, further prowls the forest. The  

woman’s face was pale, aha, like sunstone crystal in  

the dark recesses of a mine (where rays of sunshine fail  
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to reach) or like Ramā, bimba-lipped beneath the waters.  

Pavana sighed like a mourner at a distance, heaving  

with emotions. In sorrow, leaves quaked and rustled. Birds perched  

mutely on branches. Blossoms fell in piles round about tree  

trunks as though the trees, consumed by burning heartaches, were of  

themselves tearing off their finery. Afar a river— 

the loud lapping of her ripples like snuffling cries – headed  

for the ocean as if to tell the lord of waters of  

this tale of woe. Moonbeams could not so much as penetrate  

that thick forest. In foul waters does the lotus ever  

bloom? Yet still that grove was splendid from her matchless beauty.  

(Seely 4.48-66) 

Radice: 

Alone in the Asoka wood, distraught with grief, Rām’s  

beloved wept silently in her hut!  

Her formidable guards had gone to join the drunken  

festivity, like a tigress when it leaves a half-dead doe,  

and roams far away in the forest,  

Without fear of its escape! Sitā was wan-faced, alas,  

Like a sun-loving gemstone deep in the darkness of a  

mine, where the sun’s rays cannot penetrate; or like  

bimba-lipped Lakshmi pining at the bottom of the sea!  

A breeze wafted from afar, like a sighing expression of  

lament! Rustling leaves wrestled with their sorrow!  

Birds perched silently on branches! Flowers fell in clusters  
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to the base of trees, as if the trees were throwing off  

their garments in the heat of their distress!  

Distant streams rushed towards the sea, sobbing loudly  

as they flowed, as if to tell Sitā’s sad story to the lord  

of waters!  

No moonshine entered that dark forest. Can a lotus  

bloom in a turbid lake? Yet the wood was lit up by  

Sitā’s extraordinary beauty! (Radice IV.46-66) 

Since ‘Kvbb’ implies a cultivated wood, Seely’s ‘grove’ attains more equipollence than 

Radice’s ‘wood’. The word ‘Avuavi’ in ‘Avuavi KzwU‡i’ is important in that the darkness is due to 

Sita’s sorrow. Hence, it is a remiss of Radice to leave the word out in his translation. At the 

same time, it is a remiss of Seely to ignore the mark of exclamation given by Dutt after 

‘bxi‡e’. Even a punctuation mark can speak volume, and therefore should be taken care of in 

translation. Radice has got the word ÔgËÕ wrong, and Seely right. For one thing, the guards 

had not joined any ‘drunken festivity’; they were actually drunk with festive mood – 

‘intoxicated by the thrill of gaieties’, as Seely puts it. But then Seely has again ignored the 

exclamatory mark that ends Dutt’s line. It is interesting to note that Seely, translates Ô‡`exÕ as 

‘the woman’, while Radice renders it as ‘Sita’. ‘Woman’ is not a happy translation, and 

Radice’s rendering gives a directness to the identity of ‘‡`ex’ and therefore helps the reader to 

glimpse the person spoken of in a better way. Seely’s ‘aha’ for ‘nvq †i’ is too colloquial and 

open-ended to capture the solemnity of the situation which is well connotated in Radice’s 

‘alas’. Seely’s ‘Rama’ for ‘igv’ may be misleading, and so Radice uses the synonym ‘Laksmi’ 

in order to avoid a probable confusion. Radice’s ‘Rustling leaves wrestled with their sorrow” 

is more poetical than Seely’s ‘In sorrow, leaves quaked and rustled’, as is ‘Flowers fell in 

clusters’ (Radice) than ‘Blossoms fell in piles’ (Seely). For Radice the trees throw off their 
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‘garments’, while Seely’s trees ‘throw off their finery’. Seely is more correct here as 

blossoms or flowers are not ‘garments’ but additional accessories for the trees’ attire. 

Radice’s pluralisation ‘Distant streams’ is less accurate than Seely’s singular ‘Afar a river’ as 

a substitute for ‘`~‡i cÖevwnbx’ of Dutt. ‘No moonshine entered’ of Radice has the directness of 

Shakespeare’s ‘No birds sing’, and Seely’s ‘Moonbeams could not so much as penetrate’ 

sounds rather a flat parapharase of Dutt’s ‘bv c‡k myavsï Asï’, as far as the felicity of phrase is 

concerned. Similarly, Radice’s ‘was lit up’ for ‘D¾j’ is more felicitous than Seely’s ‘was 

splendid’ as is Seely’s ‘matchless’ for ‘Ac~eŸ©’ than Radice’s ‘extraordinary’ (beauty). 

Canto / Book – V (cÂg mM©) 

Dutt :  

nv‡m wbwk Zvivgqx wÎ`k-Avj‡q| 

wKš‘ wPšÍKyj G‡e ˆeRqšÍ-av‡g 

g‡n›`ª; Kzmyg-kh¨v Z¨wR, †gŠb-fv‡e 

e‡mb wÎw`e-cwZ iZœ-wmsnvm‡b; - 

myeY©-gw›`‡i myß Avi †`e hZ| 

   Awfgv‡b ¯^ixk¦ix Kwnjv my¯^‡i;  

ÒwK †`v‡l, my‡ik, `vmx †`vlx Ze c‡`? 

kqb-AvMv‡i Z‡e †Kb bv KwiQ 

c`vc©Y? †P‡q †`L, ÿ‡YK gyw`‡Q, 

Db¥xwj‡Q cybt AvuwL, PgwK Ziv‡m 

‡gbKv, DeŸ©kx, †`L, ¯ú›`-nxb †hb! 

wPÎ-cyËwjKv-mg Pviæ wPÎ‡jLv! 

Ze W‡i Wwi †`ex weivg-`vwqbx 

wb`ªv bvwn hvb, bv_, †Zvgvi mgx‡c,  

Avi Kv‡i fq Zvui? G †Nvi wbkx‡_, 
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‡K †Kv_v RvwM‡Q, ej? ˆ`Z¨-`j Avwm  

e‡m‡Q wK _vbv w`qv ¯^‡M©i `yqv‡i?Ó (Banerjee V.1-17) 

Seely: 

Star-studded Night smiled from her heavenly abode, but, at  

Vaijayanta, Mahendra fretted. Arising from his  

flower-bed, the celestial regions lord sat mute on his  

gemmed throne—other gods lay fast asleep in golden temples.  

Feigning wounded pride, the queen of the skies spoke coyly. “By  

what fault, O monarch of divines, ha your thrall offended  

you? Else why do you withhold the touch of your feet from our  

bedchamber? See there, Menakā’s heavy eyelids droop shut  

for a moment, then again she opens wide, startled; and  

look at Urvaśī, practically unmoving now. Charming  

Citralekhā seems as if a painted doll. It is in  

dread of you, husband, that respite-giving goddess Sleep keeps  

her distance; for whom else does she have to fear? In dead of  

night, tell me, please, who is still awake, anywhere? Is there  

some Daitya army camped at heaven’s gates, set to attack?” (Seely 5.1-15)  

Radice: 

Star-studded night smiled in the realm of the gods—but  

the great Indra, king of the gods,  

Was anxious now in his palace; forsaking his bed of flowers  

he sat down glumly on his jewelled lion-throne; all the  

other gods were asleep in their golden mansions. 
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Sachi, empress of the gods, murmured plaintively,  

‘Of what error, my lord, am I guilty of before you? 

Why have you not set foot in our bedroom? Look at  

how Menakā opened her eyes again immediately  

after shutting them, alarmed at your gloom!  

And Urvasi, see, is frozen with alarm!  

Lovely Chitralekhā is like a painted doll! In dread at  

your dread, the rest-giving goddess of sleep stays  

away from you, 

And who else does she fear but you? Tell me who would  

stay awake anywhere so late at night; is an army of  

demons encamped at heaven’s gate?’ (Radice V.1-17) 

Dutt did not mean that Night was smiling from her heavenly abode, but simply that 

light fell on the heavenly abode of the gods. Hence, Seely’s translation of “nv‡m wbwk Zvivgqx 

wÎ`k-Avj‡q” as “Night smiled from her heavenly abode” suffers from – to use a deconstructive 

phrase – ‘weak misreading’ of the location of night as personified by Dutt. In this respect, 

Radice indeed approximates the original, as he uses the preposition ‘in’ instead of Seely’s 

‘from’ and does not put the pronoun ‘her’ after the preposition ‘in’. Again, the two-

successive proper names ‘Vaijayanta, Mahendra’ makes – despite Seely’s notes – the 

translation less smooth than Radice’s ‘the great Indra’ and ‘in his place’. This apart, Seely is 

mistaken in translating Dutt’s ‘‰eRqšÍ-av‡g’ as ‘at Vaijayanta’, as ‘‰eRqšÍ’ actually means 

‘celestial’, an adjective and not a noun, and therefore cannot take a preposition before it. Both 

Seely and Radice misread the contextual implication of the Bengali verb ‘Z¨wR’ which can 

mean both ‘having left or given up’ and ‘being indifferent to’. Dutt actually implies that the 

great Indra was so worried about impending events that he remained seated on his throne 
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even late in the evening instead of joining his wife, Sachi, in their bedroom for repose and 

sleep. Seely translate the word as ‘Arising from’, and Radice as ‘forsaking’. Both the 

translations presuppose that Indra had gone to his bedroom and then left it for his throne in 

the Court. That both the translators are wrong here is quite clear from Sachi’s remonstration: 

“kqb-AvMv‡i Z‡e †Kb bv KwiQ/c`vc©b?” which, in Seely’s translation, is “[…] why do you 

withhold the touch of your feet from our/bedchamber?”, and which Radice translates as “why 

have you not set foot in our bedroom?” If Indra has not set foot in, or has withheld the touch 

of his feet from, their bedroom, how does the question of his arising from (i.e. ‘forsaking’ or 

leaving) the bedroom arise? The context, provided by Sachi’s loving query, adequately 

suggests that Indra was yet to make it to the bedroom, and was ignoring it under mental 

pressures. We have already observed in the previous chapter that certain source language 

words may not at all be translated into the target language. The examples we have given there 

include the word ‘Awfgvb’ which Dutt uses here in the Bengali passage cited. ‘Awfgv‡b’ has 

been translated by Seely as ‘Feigning wounded pride’, and by Radice as ‘plaintively’. But it 

must be admitted that both the translations are workable negotiations with the source text. 

Dutt’s ‘my¯^‡i’ is taken by Seely as ‘coyly’, and Radice leaves the word out. ‘my¯^‡i’ simply 

means ‘in a melodious voice’, ‘charmingly’, ‘in a dulcet tone’ and has nothing to do with 

‘coyness’ (cf. Andrew Marvell’s “To His Coy Mistress”). The two translators’ renderings of 

Dutt’s description of Menaka and others feeling drowsy are both faithful and beautiful. 

Radice’s ‘In dread at/your dread’ for ‘Ze W‡i Wwi’ is not as close to the original as Seely’s ‘It 

is in dread of you’. Radice’s translation is word for word at the cost of the idiom so much so 

that for him the Goddess Sleep is afraid because Indra is afraid! In fact she is afraid to see 

that Indra is still awake.  
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Canto / Book-VI (lô mM©) 

Dutt: 

wkwei nB‡Z ejx evwnwijv †e‡M 

e¨MÖ, Zzi½g h_v k„½Kzjbv‡`, 

mgiZi½ h‡e D_‡j wb‡N©v‡l! 

evwnwijv exiei; evwnwijv mv‡_ 

exi‡e‡k wefxlY, wefxlY i‡Y! 

eiwljv cy®ú †`e; evwRj AvKv‡k 

g½jevRbv; k~‡b¨ bvwPj Aáiv, 

¯^M©, gË©¨, cvZvj cywij Rqi‡e! (Banerjee VI.196-203) 

Seely: 

Hastily that hero left the camp—high spirited, like  

a stallion at the sound of horns when the waves of warfare  

crest and crash! Out went that best of warriors; out with him went  

Vibhīṣaṇa attired in warrior’s garb, fearsome when in  

battle! Gods showered them with flowers; auspicious music  

rang across the skies; Apsarās danced throughout the void; earth,  

heaven, and the netherworld filled with shouts of “Victory!” (Seely 6.193-199) 

Radice: 

The hero strode speedily from the camp—eager, like a  

horse when it hears war-trumpets,  

And thunderous waves of battle roll. The hero emerged,  

and with him came Vibhishan,  

In warrior’s dress, fearsome in battle! The gods rained  
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down flowers;  

Festive welcoming music rang out through the sky; air- 

borne nymphs danced; heaven and earth and hell  

filled with the noise of victory! (Radice VI.196-203) 

Here we have a happy negotiation between the SLT and the TLTs of both Seely and 

Radice. Even for a Bengali reader with the required command of English Seely’s translation 

is likely to appear as good as Radice’s. Even so, a sort of microscopic examination of the two 

TLTs reveal that Seely’s translation here is a shed better than Radice’s for a number of small 

reasons. For example, Seely’s ‘stallion’ is a more forceful translation of ‘Zzi½g’ than Radice’s 

‘horse’ – and more appropriate too, since ‘stallion’ is specifically an uncastrated male horse 

widely used in military activities or in sports. Radice uses the generic term, while Seely 

makes use of the species of a genus. Similarly, Radice’s ‘eager’ for Dutt’s ‘e¨MÖ’ is weaker 

than Seely’s ‘high spirited’ which chimes well with the equine behavior represented. The 

word ‘evwnwijv’ is repeated thrice in the SLT, with the adverb ‘‡e‡M’ (‘hastily’/‘speedily’, as 

translated by Seely and Radice respectively) in the first instance. The adverb is, therefore, not 

required to modify the verb in the second and the third instances, and the kinesis remains 

understood. If this reading is valid, then Radice’s ‘The hero emerged’ appears to be less 

kinetic than Seely’s ‘Out went the best of warriors’ vis-à-vis Dutt’s ‘evwnwijv exiei’. Seely’s 

note on the ‘Apsara’ (‘Aáiv’ in the original) well allows the retention of the Bengali word, 

while Radice’s translation of the word as ‘air-born nymphs’ borders on a slight travesty of the 

mythological details. Even if Seely’s ‘shouts of “Victory!”’ could be bettered, it is better than 

Radice’s ‘noise of victory’. Improvisation is sometimes needed in translation, and here Seely 

answers to that kind of need as he puts the word in quotes and as an exclamatory direct-

speech proposition, as opposed to Dutt’s pure narration.  
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Canto/Book – VII (mßg mM©) 

Dutt: 

Dw`jv Avw`Z¨ G‡e D`q-AP‡j, 

cÙc‡Y© myß †`e cÙ‡hvwb †hb, 

Db¥xwj bqbcÙ mycÖmbœ fv‡e, 

Pvwnjv gnxi cv‡b! Djøv‡m nvwmjv  

KzmygKzšÍjv gnx, gy³vgvjv M‡j|  

Drm‡e g½jev`¨ D_‡j †hgwZ  

†`evj‡q, D_wjj my¯^ijnix  

wbKz‡Ä| wegj R‡j †kvwfj bwjbx;  

¯’‡j mg‡cÖgvKv•ÿx †ng m~h©¨gyLx|  

   wbkvi wkwk‡i h_v AMeMv‡n †`n  

Kzmyg, cÖgxjv mZx, myevwmZ R‡j  

¯œvwb cxbc‡qvaiv, webvwbjv †eYx|  

†kvwfj gyKzZvcvuwZ †m wPKY †K‡k,  

P›`ªvgvi †iLv h_v Nbvejx gv‡S  

ki‡`! iZbgq K¼Y jBjv  

f~wl‡Z g„YvjfzR myg„YvjfzRv;-  

†e`wbj evû, Avnv, `„p evu‡a †hb,  

K¼Y! †Kvgj K‡Ú ¯^Y©KÉgvjv  

e¨w_j! †Kvgj K‡É  (Banerjee VII.1-19) 

Seely: 

It was then Āditya showed himself upon the rising  

hill, looking just like Padmayoni, asleep on lotus  

petals, as he, most pleased, opened his lotus eyes and gazed  
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at Mother Earth. Overjoyed, blossom-tressed Mother Earth smiled,  

a string of pearls about her throat. As propitious music  

waxes in a temple at the time of celebration,  

so swelled waves of sweet notes throughout forest groves. Lotuses  

shone in splendor upon pellucid waters while on land  

the golden sunflower coveted as much attention. 

                   As the blossoms bathed their bodies in Night’s dew, so too chaste  

Pramīlā with shapely breasts bathed in scented waters, then  

plaited her hair. A strand of pearls beautified that glossy  

head, like a shaft of moonlight across a cloud in autumn.  

That woman whose arms were delicate as lotus stalks picked  

up gem-studded bracelets to adorn her lotus-stalk-like  

limbs—but it was as if the harsh bonds of those bangles brought  

anguish to her arms! and alas, her golden necklace seemed  

to pain that supple throat of hers. (Seely 7.1-18) 

Radice: 

The sun arose now at dawn, like lotus-born Brahmā  

                emerging from sleep in the petals of Vishnu’s lotus-navel,  

                contentedly opening his lotus-eyes of gaze at the earth!  

With flowers in her hair, and a garland of dewy pearls  

                round her neck, Earth smiled ecstatically!  

Like festive music filling a temple with praise, melodious  

                birdsong swelled in forest-arbours; lotuses beautified  

                pure pond-waters;  

On land, with equal longing, golden sunflowers turned  
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                towards the sun, 

Like a flower bathing in the dew of night, chaste  

                Pramilā bathed in perfumed water, and plaited her  

                hair beside her plump breasts.  

She attached a string of pearls to her glossy hair, like a  

                thin crescent moon amidst dark clouds in autumn! She  

                took a jewelled bracelet to adorn her lotus-stalk arms:  

It pained her arm, alas, as if too tight!  

And her delicate gold necklace pinched her delicate  

                throat! (Radice VII.1-18) 

‘G‡e’ has been translated as ‘then’ by Seely, perhaps because time and tense of the 

narrative belongs to the domain of the past. But it is perfectly idiomatic in English to use 

‘now’ in connection with things past. Milton, too, does use ‘now’ in backshifted discourse; 

“Satan, whom now transcendent glory raised/Above his fellows …” (Paradise Lost II.427-

428). Hence, Radice’s ‘now’, which is an orthodox rendering of ‘G‡e’, is more natural than 

Seely’s ‘then’. But, then, Radice’s ‘at dawn’ in “the sun arose now at dawn” is trite and 

superfluous, while Seely’s “It was then Aditya showed himself upon the rising- / hill” is all 

too stilted, when compared to Dutt’s “Dw`jv Avw`Z¨ G‡e D`q AP‡j”! We may, in passing, note 

Horatio’s exquisite two-liner on the rising of the sun in Hamlet: “But look, the morn, in russet 

mantle clad, / Walks o’er the dew of yon high eastward hill” (Davies I.1.166-67). It may be 

argued that ‘high eastward hill’ could be a good poetic translation of ‘D`q-APj’, as it is in the 

east that the sun rises. Seely’s retention of the Bengali ‘Avw`Z¨’ and ‘cÙ‡hvwb’ in the romans is 

sure to lead the reader to the book’s notes and glossary, while Radice’s ‘lotus-born Brahma’ 

and ‘Vishnu’s lotus-navel’ are more reader-friendly. It is strange that Seely should translate 

‘M‡j’ as ‘throat’ (in ‘about her throat’); Radice’s ‘neck’ (in ‘round her neck’) is perfect, 
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although his addition of the adjective ‘dewy’ to the noun ‘pearls’ is not warranted by the 

SLT. Dutt compares Pramila’s bathing with the bathing of a flower in the dew of night. 

Hence, Seely is mistaken in putting the verb in ‘As the blossoms bathed’ in the past tense, 

and here, too, Radice is perfect: ‘Like a flower bathing’. In a simile, the generalized part 

often remains in the present tense; for example, in Milton we have – “Thick as autumnal 

leaves that strow the brooks / In Vallombrosa…” (emphasis added). But Radice has boobed 

badly in taking that Pramila was plaiting her hair ‘beside her plump breasts’: “cÖwgjv mZx, 

myevwmZ R‡j/ œ̄vwb cxbc‡qvaiv, webvwbjv †ebx” simply means what Seely puts it to be – “Pramila 

with shapely breasts bathed in scented waters, then / plaited her hair”. Radice’s mistranslation 

here is due to two factors: first, he fails to take ‘cxbc‡qvaiv’ as an appellation for Pramila and 

reads it as the site in the very vicinity of which the plaiting was being done; and secondly he 

misses out the comma after the word ‘cxbc‡qvaivÕ in the original – a remiss that has generated 

his misreading. One wonders if Seely has translated ‘wPKY †K‡k’ as ‘glossy head’ 

synecdochically, to make the whole stand for the part (i.e. ‘head’ for ‘‡Kk’ or hair). Radice 

has had no recourse to such substitution, and keeps ‘‡Kk’ as ‘hair’. But, then, he, unlike 

Seely, makes the crescent moon shine across dark clouds. Seely, in fact, makes a literal 

translation of Dutt’s ‘P›`ªgvi †iLv’ as ‘shaft of moonlight’. This is an example of what is 

known as interpretative mode in translation. It may also be noted that Radice fails to 

negotiate with ‘myg„bvjfzRv’ and simply ignores it, while Seely undertakes an elaborate 

negotiation and ends up translating it as “The woman whose arms were delicate as lotus 

stalks…”. It is also interesting to see how translators make variations of similar or near-

similar words. In Canto IV, as we have already seen, Seely uses ‘aha’ for ‘nvq †i’; and here in 

this extract from Canto VII, he translates ‘Avnv’ as ‘alas’. Since both ‘aha’ and ‘alas’ are 

disyllabic, it cannot be argued that Seely’s use of the two variables is simply dependent on 

his syllable-oriented lines each of which has fourteen syllables.  
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Canto / Book – VIII (Aóg mM©) 

Dutt: 

ivRKvR mvwa h_v, weivg-gw›`‡i,  

cÖ‡ewk iv‡R›`ª Lywj iv‡Lb hZ‡b  

wKixU; ivwLjv Lywj A¯ÍvPj P~‡o  

w`bv‡šÍ wk‡ii iZœ Z‡gvnv wgwn‡i  

w`b‡`e; Zviv`‡j AvBjv iRbx;  

AvBjv iRbxKvšÍ kvšÍ myavwbwa|  

  kZ kZ AwMœivwk R¡wjj †PŠw`‡K  

iY‡ÿ‡Î! f~cwZZ h_vq myi_x  

†mŠwgwÎ ˆe‡`nxbv_ f~cwZZ Z_v  

bxi‡e! bqbRj Aweij ewn,  

åvZ…‡jvn mn wgwk, wZwZ‡Q gnx‡i,  

wMwi‡`‡n ewn h_v, wgwkÖZ ˆMwi‡K,  

c‡o Z‡j cÖ¯ªeY! k~b¨gbvt †L‡`  

iNy‰mb¨;- wefxlY wefxlY i‡Y,  

Kzgy`, A½`, nby, bj, bxj, ejx,  

kif, mygvjx, exi‡Kkix myevû,  

myMÖxe, welYœ m‡e cÖfzi welv‡`!  (Banerjee VIII.1-17) 

Seely:  

                  As an Indra among monarchs, his royal tasks complete,  

removes his crown, gently sets it down, and then disappears  

into his chamber, so too the lord of day had doffed his  

crown jewel, the darkness-dispelling sun, on that summit  

of the setting-hill. Night accompanied by her stars arrived  
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as did that soothing fount of nectar. Night’s beloved moon. 

       Many a hundred bonfires blazed around the battlefield.  

There, where charioteer Saumitri lay upon the ground,  

Vaidehīs husband fell speechless. His tears flowed uncontrolled,  

mingling with his brother’s blood, and wet the earth like a spring  

that trickles down a mountainside, dissolving ocher dust,  

then seeps out on the ground below. The Raghu troops seemed stunned  

by grief—Vibhīṣaṇa, wild in war, and Kumuda, and  

Aṅgada. Hanumān, heroes Nala and Nīla, and  

Śarabha, Sumālī, Subāhu, a lion among  

warriors, and Sugriva – all condoled their lordship’s sorrow. (Seely 8.1-16) 

Radice:  

Like an emperor finishing his day of royal work, and  

                carefully laying down his crown before entering his  

                bedroom, the sun,  

Dispeller of darkness, removed the jewels from its head  

                at the end of the day, and laid them on the western  

                mountain-peak.  

Night came with her company of stars, and her calm  

                 husband the moon, fount of nectar. 

Hundreds of fires burned all around on the battlefield.  

                 Where the valiant son of Sumitrā lay on the ground,  

                 Sitā’s lord lay silently also!  

His tears, ceaselessly flowing to blend with his brother’s  

                  blood, dampened the earth,  
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Like a spring mixing with ochre-coloured earth as it  

                  flows down a mountainside! Empty of heart, the  

                  Rāghav army mourned;  

Vibhishan (fearsome in battle), Kumud,  

Angad, Hanumān, Nala,  

Nila, the mighty Sarabh, Sumāli  

(Strong-armed as a lion) and Sugriv; all were sorrowful,  

                  at their lord’s sorrow! (Radice VIII.1-17) 

To translate ‘iv‡R›`ª’ as ‘an Indra among monarchs’ (as Seely has done) is to invite a 

kind of linguistic problem. ‘iv‡R›`ª’ = ivRv+B›`ª, which means ‘ivRv‡`i B›`ª’, that is, ‘ivRv‡`i g‡a¨ 

†kÖô’. This ‘B›`ª’ has nothing to do with the Lord ‘Indra’ of the mythology. As a suffix ‘B›`ª’ 

acts as an adjective rather than as a proper name or noun. Radice’s translation of ‘iv‡R›`ª’ as 

‘emperor’ is more reader-friendly. It is interesting to note that both Seely and Radice have 

wrongly arranged the sequence of events contained in the simile (“ivRKvR mvwa h_v, weivg-

gw›`‡i/cÖ‡ewk iv‡R›`ª Lywj iv‡Lb hZ‡b/wKixU”) with which passage begins. Much care is not needed 

to see that Dutt arranges the events in his simile in the following sequence: (1) the emperor or 

monarch finishes his royal work; (2) he enters his chamber or bedroom; (3) lays or sets down 

his crown. Both Seely and Radice put (3) before (2), because they have failed to read ‘weivg-

gw›`‡i/cÖ‡ewk’ as ‘having entered (or, on entering) the bedroom’. Seely’s ‘bonfire’ for Dutt’s 

‘AwMœivwk’ may also be misleading for the target reader. Ever since Dr. Johnson’s acceptance of 

the mistaken idea that the word ‘bonfire’ came from the French ‘bon’ which means ‘good’, 

the word has lost its old English implication of ‘bonefire’ or ‘banefire’ (meaning, ‘a fire of 

bones’) or ‘balefine’ (meaning, ‘the fire of the funeral pile’). Even a perceptive target reader 

without the knowledge of the word’s O.E. connection may be surprised to find bonfire (good 

fire) in the dismal battlefield. Radice’s simple ‘fires burned’ offers a better negotiation here, 
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but does not leave any mark of what Spivak has called ‘an intimate act of reading’ that in her 

opinion is the hallmark of a good translation. Again, a lack of such intimacy is revealed in 

Seely’s translation of ‘myi_x’ as ‘charioteer’. For one thing, Laxman is never described in the 

Ramayana as a charioteer. Bengali synonyms are sometimes very wide-ranging (for example, 

the word ‘‡Mv’ has strangely various meanings). Seely fails to see that ‘myi_x’ means ‘worthy 

son’. Radice’s translation of the word as ‘valiant son’ is quite acceptable. Radice also remains 

clearer than Seely when he translates ‘‡mŠwgwÎ’ as ‘son of Sumitra’. Seely’s retention of the 

Bengali word in the roman with initial upper case surely necessitates a proper note: 

‘Saumitri’ may be read as a proper name. The same can be said of his translation of ‘‰e‡`nx-bv’ 

as ‘Vaidehi’s husband’ as well, as opposed to Radice’s ‘Sita’s lord’. 

 

Canto / Book – IX (beg mM©) 

Dutt: 

Bi¤^`iƒ‡c AwMœ avBjv f~Z‡j!  

mnmv R¡wjj wPZv| mPwK‡Z m‡e  

†`wLjv Av‡Mœq i_; myeY©-Avm‡b  

†m i‡_ Avmxb exi evmeweRqx  

w`e¨g~wË©! evg fv‡M cÖgxjv iƒcmx,  

AbšÍ †hŠebKvwšÍ †kv‡f Zby‡`‡k;  

wPi-myL-nvwm-ivwk gayi Aa‡i!  

DwVj MMbc‡_ i_ei †e‡M;  

eiwljv cy®úvmvi †`eKzj wgwj;  

cywij wecyj wek¦ Avb›`-wbbv‡`| 

`y»av‡i wbevBj D¾¡j cve‡K  

ivÿm| cig h‡Zœ KzovBqv m‡e  
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f¯§, A¤^ivwkZ‡j wemw¾©jv Zv‡n!  

†aŠZ Kwi `vn¯’j Rvýexi R‡j  

jÿ iÿtwkíx Avï wbwb¥©jv wgwjqv  

¯^Y©-cvwU‡K‡j gV wPZvi Dc‡i;-  

†fw` Aå, gVP~ov DwVj AvKv‡k|  

Kwi ¯œvb wmÜzbx‡i i‡ÿv`j G‡e  

wdwijv j¼vi cv‡b, Av`ª© AkÖæbx‡i-  

wemw¾© cÖwZgv †hb `kgx w`e‡m!  

mß w`evwbwk j¼v Kvuw`jv welv‡`|| (Banerjee IX.423-443) 

Seely: 

       In the form of lightning streaks, Agni ran to earth. Then at  

once the pyre burst ablaze. All, startled, looked upon that  

fiery chariot. There on a seat of gold within the  

chariot sat the warrior. Vanquisher of Vāsava,  

in celestial form. On his left, pretty Pramīlā whose  

splendor of unending youth shone from her graceful figure  

and on whose honeyed lips, a smile of everlasting joy.  

                  With great speed that best of chariots climbed its skyward path  

as the god clan in concert rained down flowers, and the  

universe filled with blissful sounds. The Rākṣasas put out  

those brilliant flames in streams of pure milk. With utmost care they  

gathered up the ashes and immersed them in the ocean.  

Having washed that cremation site using water from the 

Jāhnavī, Rākṣasa craftsmen by the thousands built with  

golden bricks a temple on the spot where stood the pyre— 
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that temple’s lofty spire, cleaving clouds, rose to the sky.  

                  After bathing in waters of the sea, those Rākṣasas  

now headed back toward Laṅkā, wet still with water of their  

grief—it was as if they had immersed the image of the  

goddess on the lunar tenth day of the Durgā Pūjā.  

Then Laṅkā wept in sorrow seven days and seven nights. (Seely 9.425-445) 

Radice: 

In the form of lightning, Agni rushed down to earth!  

                The pyre suddenly flared up.  

Everyone saw in amazement a chariot of fire; the  

                 vanquisher of Indra sat on a golden seat in that  

                 chariot, an image of the divine!  

The lovely Pramilā sat to his left; the grace of eternal  

                 youth shone from her body; smiles of eternal joy  

                 played on her lips!  

The heavenly chariot took off swiftly into the sky; the  

                 assembled gods rained down flowers; the whole  

                 universe filled with shouts of joy!  

The Rākshasas put out the raging fire with pouring of  

                 milk. With extreme care they gathered up the ashes,  

                 and consigned them to the waves.  

Dousing the cremation-ground with Ganges water,  

                 thousands of Raksha craftsmen quickly constructed,  

                 from golden bricks,  

A memorial over the funeral pyre; its turrets soared  
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                 high, piercing the sky!  

After bathing in soothing water, the Rākshasas now  

                 returned to golden Lankā, wet with tears— 

Like Durgā, on the tenth day of her pūjā, when her 

                 image is immersed.  

Lankā, for seven days and nights, wept with sadness. (Radice IX.423-443) 

There are the concluding lines of the ninth and last Canto/Book of Meghnadbadh 

kabya, and they describe how a celestial chariot comes down to take Indrajit and Pramila to 

their Heavenly abode. What is important to note is that Dutt’s language here is simpler than 

in most places of the epic. The reason may be that the valedictory, funeral, elegiac mood 

requires to be expressed in a less ornate language. Radice’s ‘lightning’ is enough for the 

Bengali ‘Bi¤§`’, and Selly’s ‘lightning streaks’ is a superfluous compound. The descent of 

Agni is better captured in Radice’s ‘rushed down’ than in Seely’s rather flat ‘ran’. It may be 

that Seely is responding in a restrained way to Dutt’s own flat verb ‘AvBjv’ (meaning ‘came’), 

while Radice wants to lend a sense of extraordinary speed to Agni’s descent by using the 

word ‘rushed’. But Radice’s ‘flared up’ is less solemn than Seely’s ‘burst ablaze’, as 

translations of Dutt’s ‘R¡wjj’ in the second line of the SLT quoted. One may ask: why does 

Seely translate ‘Av‡Mœq i_’ as ‘fiery chariot’, while Radice puts it as ‘chariot of fire’? The 

answer is: first, Seely had to count his syllables which, as we have already noticed, always 

remain fourteen a line; and secondly, Radice as a later translator had to remain ‘different’ 

from the earlier translator as far as possible. Radice has dropped the word ‘exi’, and Seely 

translates it as ‘warrior’ which is not a happy translation, at least for a reader who can 

compare the SLT with the TLT. We feel tempted to add that ‘valiant vanquisher’, with their 

alliterations, could be a better substitute. Both Seely’s ‘pretty’ and Radice’s ‘lovely’ are too 

pedestrian to catch the celestial beauty of Pramila which Dutt’s ‘iƒcmx’ adequately establishes. 
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We may here add that the title of Jibanananda Das’s Rupasi Bangla is almost always 

translated as “The Beautiful Bengal” or “The Beauteous Bengal”. Dutt’s ‘AbšÍ †hŠebKvwšÍ’ has 

rightly been translated by Radice as ‘eternal youth’; Seely’s ‘unending youth’ falls a bit short 

of the divine splendour of Pramila’s beauty. As Seely chains his verses to fourteen syllables a 

line, he has to leave out a word or two even at the cost of sounding a bit ungrammatical. 

Hence in translating ‘wPi-myL-nvwk-ivwk gayi Aa‡i’, Seeling hazards ungrammaticality with his 

‘on whose honeyed lips, a smile of everlasting joy’ in which a required verb is absent, while 

Radice gives us a fully grammatical sentence – ‘smiles of eternal joy played on her lips’. It 

appears that Radice’s verb ‘took off’ goes better with the chariot’s flight than does Seely’s 

‘climbed’, as translations of Dutt’s ‘DwVj (MMbc‡_)’. Radice’s ‘the assembled gods’ is a finer 

translation of ‘‡`eKzj wgwj’ than Seely’s ‘the god clan in concert’, but his ‘blissful sound’ for 

‘Avb›` wbbv‡`’ is better than Radice’s ‘shouts of joy’. ‘`y»av‡i’ does not mean ‘in streams of 

pure milk’ as Seely renders it but ‘pourings of milk’ (in Radice’s translation). With regard to 

Seely’s ‘pure milk’, we can say that whether the milk is ‘pure’ or not has not been mentioned 

in the SLT. ‘wemwR©jv’ is carelessly translated by Radice as ‘consigned’, a word which lacks the 

ceremonial grandeur unlike Seely’s ‘immersed’. Radice rather rashly translates ‘‡aŠZ Kwi’ as 

‘dousing’, a word which has nothing to do with ‘washing’ (‘‡aŠZ’). Radice’s ‘memorial’ for 

Dutt’s ‘gV’ is rather secular in tone than Seely’s sacred ‘temple’. Seely’s ‘water of grief’ is an 

inaccurate translation of ‘AkÖæbx‡i’; Radice’s ‘tears’ is enough. Terse, compact subordinate 

clauses may sometimes be misunderstood by translators. This happens here when Radice 

compares the wet Rakshasas with the immersed image of Durga. Actually, Dutt is comparing 

the return of the Rakshasas with the return of the devotees after the image of Goddess Durga 

is immersed on the tenth day of the Puja. This is an error arising out of the misreading of a 

source language syntax. 
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By way of a conclusion to our critique of select passages from Dutt’s epic and their 

translations by Seely and Radice, we can discuss the question of ‘mistakes’ in translation as 

we have seen that both Seely’s and Radice’s translations are not without mistakes.  

Harry Aveling, in his seminar paper titled ““Mistakes” in Translation: A Functionalist 

Approach” (2002), talks about two kinds of mistakes in translation: ‘dumb mistakes’ or 

foolish errors, and ‘deliberate mistakes’. The former generates from the translator’s lack of 

knowledge of the nuances of the Source Language, of the culture that the SLT belongs to, and 

of certain facts related to the SLT; the latter, on the other hand occurs “[…] when a translator 

specifically chooses to recreate the text in a way that seems to deviate from the literal surface 

meaning of the source text” (2).  

Aveling further refers to two kinds of translators: the scholar – translator and the poet-

translator. This division is relevant in any discussion of Seely and Radice as translators. We 

know Seely is an academic and scholar but not a poet; Radice, on the other hand, is a poet in 

his own right. Both, with their good command of the Bengali language, have translated Dutt’s 

epic Meghnadbadh kabya. Here is how Aveling draws the difference between a poet-

translator and a scholar-translator: 

[…] the poet translates what s/he likes, ignoring what s/he does not 

like […]. The scholar, on the other hand, is regulated by gaps in knowledge, or 

the need for such-and-such to be done. The scholar works from the outside in, 

shedding as much light as s/he can, from any reasonable source. The poet 

works from the inside out […] attempting to withdraw into communion with 

s/his [sic] task. (4) 
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And here is Laha (2004), commenting on Radice’s double vocation as poet-translator: 

One reason why he is such a good translator is that he is such a fine 

poet himself. It is not very difficult to see how his translations proclaim (or, 

reclaim) his identity as a mature poet, and how in turn his own poetry registers 

the requisites of a good translator. (9) 

While the ‘dumb mistakes’ made by Seely or Radice can be corrected in the next 

editions of their translations, if such mistakes are pointed out to them by proficient bi-lingual 

readers, their ‘deliberate mistakes’ are indeed to be taken as ‘transcreations’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


